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Original Soundtrack for Crystal Story II.

Track List:

1. Heart of the Dragon - 02:23
2. Frozen Moonlight - 01:52

3. If Trees Could Talk - 04:21
4. There's No Place Like Home - 02:54

5. Into the Unknown - 01:59
6. The Shattered Sky - 01:58

7. Onslaught of Tribulation - 02:28
8. Erimos - 01:49

9. Chasing Obscurity - 02:19
10. March of Glory - 01:47
11. Ravaged Past - 01:25
12. A Tale Untold - 01:11

13. The Woman in Black - 02:33
14. Sweltering Sands - 00:49
15. Petals of Time - 01:05

16. Path to Purgatory - 01:41
17. Luminous Decay - 01:35
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18. Into the Depths - 01:42
19. Frozen Isolation - 01:22

20. A New Beginning - 02:54
21. Drowning Memories - 00:59

22. Precipice of Adventure - 01:07
23. Heart of the Dragon (8bit Remix) - 01:56

24. The Edge of Triumph - 00:56
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Easy to play and very entertaining.. A Great concept and idea, and i cant wait to see it go forward. it does have its issues and
buggs, but thats why this game is at Early. Those who say otherwise forget what the whole goal of Early access is about.. Buggy,
broken, and abandoned.
Played through it several times just to get the last levels to unlock, which they do arbitrarily as even after following other
peoples instructions they remained locked, then I revisted a few levels pretty much at random and it unlocked them despite none
of the questions in the game being changed or hologram beings fates being altered.
Ive still never finished the last level as it appears to be bugged out and consequently impossible, which I honestly wonder is on
purpose as the game appears to be unfinished.

This shouldnt be on steam or any service at all.. This game popped my cherry. Great game, but not enough player-made levels to
play (does it show all of them?). Sandbox is obviously not optimized for the mouse.. This game took me about 3-4 hours to beat
on the first go around. While short, Luca does an amazing job of telling 5 different stories that all showcase the power of
choice. This is a very heartfelt game and worth every dollar.. It's nice, calm and relaxing
. The last chapter from the previous 2 games, this is more disturbing and has more difficult puzzles than the previous 2 games.
Involving jumpscares as well, but I noticed it also lack the same feeling from Underworld where you would feel at any moment
you would get chased by a creature. But still, there are still some chase scenes and the disturbance throughout the game really
makes it even more horrifying. It also really goes from what the title of this game is saying too.. I could do it better...and that*s
no megalomaniac kiddo kind of conclusion.

I mean, even a duck could to it better. Disappointing, even for an indie game.
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This is the original version of Creeper World. It provides for hours on entertainment if you consider turtling entertainment like
me. Kind of like how you used to wrestle your brother.. VAC = Valve Allow Cheating. ahh memories. A pretty cool side
scrolling platform adventure game quite similar to Deadlight. Isn't that challenging and won't take long to complete but has nice
graphics and music. Worth the few hours spent on it.. Its great!!!. I've had a great time playing this game so far and am looking
forward to seeing what the devs add after it goes into Early Access. Gathering resources sometimes seems like a struggle, but
not an unmanageable one. Bandits can be a pain but you can equip your citizens with the guns they drop and get up a posse to go
after them before they have a chance to get comfortable outside your town borders. Armed citizens can also help out with the
occasional bear or wolf that decides to chew on a townie. Love watching the characters, especially the undertaker, go about their
business.

Note: I received a key from the developers to create YouTube and Twitch content.
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